Throughout this paper we assume that the ring R is a commutative ring with no idempotents except 0 and 1, that the group G has order n invertible in R, and that all iϋG-modules are unitary left RGmodules. We know that the order of G, n, is invertible in R if and only if RG is separable. 1* First, let us recall the following Brauer splitting theorem: Let if be a field and G be a group of order n invertible in K, theñ Γ) is a splitting field for G, where m is the exponent of G and is a primitive m th -root of 1 ([6] , Th. 41-1, p. 292 and Corollary 70-24, p. 475). In [8] , G. J. Janusz defined a ring R to be a splitting ring for G if the group algebra RG is the direct sum of central separable iϋ-algebras each equivalent to R in the Brauer group of R; that is, RG ^ 0 ΣU Hom^ (P if P^), where {PJ are finitely generated projective faithful j?-modules, the number of different conjugate classes in G is equal to s. He then proved the Brauer splitting theorem for a Noetherian regular domain, R. This section gives a proof for the above theorem when R is any commutative ring with no idempotents except 0 and 1.
LEMMA 1. Let R o be a subrίng of R. If R o is a splitting ring for G, then R is a splitting ring for G.
Proof. Because R o is a splitting ring for G, R 0 G = 0 Σf=i Hom i?0 (P^ P^ where {PJ are finitely generated projective faithful i? 0 -modules. Then we have
where {JB® Λo PJ are finitely generated projective faithful iZ-modules. This follows since {PJ are finitely generated projective faithful R Q - algebra without a finitely generated protective and separable splitting ring. The following example is due to 0. Goldman: Letiί be 2Γ[i/~2~], hθ\ k be the usual quaternion basis. If a -(1 + i)/ι/ΊΓ and β -(1 4-j)/\/~2, then Rl 0 Ra 0 Rβ 0 Jξα/3 is central separable over R. But iϋ has no finitely generated protective and separable extension except direct sums of copies of R, and Rl 0 Ra 0 Rβ 0 Raβ cannot be split.
2* In this section, assume RG is a split group algebra, Horn,, (P., P.) , ΐ = 1, 2, , s .
When {PJ are considered as ϋ!G-modules ([3] , p. 5), the classification of all finitely generated protective indecomposable i?G-modules can be obtained. Observe that the order of the group G, n, is invertible in R if and only if RG is separable. Therefore, any iϊG-module M is finitely generated and projective over RG if and only if M is finitely generated and projective over R (see the proof of Proposition 1-5 in [8] ).
Let RG be a separable i?-algebra and M be a finitely generated projective iϋG-module; for any
, q) a J?-dual basis of M, and ^(a;) = Σ?=i F&Xi) the character of ikf at a; in i2G ( [4] , Proposition 3-1). By a group character we mean the restriction of T M to G. Obviously, a character T M is completely determined by its restriction to G. In particular, let R be a splitting ring for G; then The following proposition will play an important role in our discussion. PROPOSITION REMARK. Proposition 4 gives a counter-example to the converse statement of Proposition 3. Because of Proposition 4, let M and N be two finitely generated projective indecomposable iϋG-modules over the same central component of the split group algebra RG; that is, Horn,, (P ίf P,), then M = P 4 <g) Λ N' and N^P^x N", where iV' and N" are finitely generated projective indecomposable β-modules. Suppose N' and N" are in P(R), the class group of R, then
If N is a finitely generated projective faithful R-module and M a finitely generated projective left

ίl)= T P{ (g)Ί = T s (g) .
But Pi <& R N' s P t <S> R N" only if N' = N". LEMMA But T RG (gh~ι) = 0 in case gh~ι Φ 1, and = n in case gh~ι = 1 or g -h.
If RG is a split group algebra; that is,
Hence T RG (Eihr l ) = Ei(h)n,Ei(h) = T RG {Eih~ι)ln (for n is invertible in R).
Next, we find T RQ (Eihr ι ).
Because P* is a finitely generated projective iϋ-module, Hom^ (P f , P tf ) = P^ 0 Λ Hom^ (P t , JB) ( Proof. First, rank (P^) is not 0, otherwise 2^ is 0 by Lemma 5. This is impossible.
Next, let rank (P { ) be k iy and suppose that k { is a zero divisor in iϋ. We then have a nonzero element, k% in J? such that k'k -0. But by Lemma 5, Noting that (RG)E i = Hom Λ (P., P.), we have
On the other hand, P { is a faithful i?-module; so Hom^ (P i9 P ζ ) is a faithful i2-module. Therefore, k' Horn,, (P., P.) = 0 implies k r = 0. This is a contradiction. Thus we have proved that k i is not a zero divisor in R. where N' is in P(R). On the other hand, P { , i = 1, 2, « ,s, is a finitely generated projective indecomposable iϋG-module over the ΐ th -central component. Therefore, there are exactly s-classes of finitely generated projective indecomposable i2G-modules each uniquely determined up to an element in P(R).
From the above result, we have computed the first Grothendieck group of RG, K\RG), in the sense of [2] , p. 31. COROLLARY 9. If R is a splitting ring for G, then
A natural question to ask is whether the classification of all finitely generated projective indecomposable RG-modnles can be obtained for a nonsplit group algebra. The answer is not known. But for some special rings, we have a definite answer.
For a separable group algebra RG, we have the decomposition, RG = 0 Σί=i A ίy where Aι has no proper central idempotents and t is an integer. Since R is local or semi-local, C* is semi-local by the lemma on p. 25 in [5] Therefore any two finitely generated projective indecomposable jβG-modules over the ί^-component Ai are in an isomorphic class of finitely generated projective indecomposable iϋG-modules ( [7] , Th. 1).
COROLLARY 11. If R is local or semi-local, then K\RG) = Z®Z@---@Z , t-copies of Z.
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